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 [ xentry.info ] What is it? DAS: abbreviation for digital audio system. Xentry: noun. A device for enhancing the audio output
from a radio or TV. Mercedes Benz DAS Xentry A stereo upgrade for your Mercedes Benz, at €799/€899. What does it cost?
It depends on your Mercedes, but the main costs are the car stereo itself, the splitter, the amplifiers and the speakers. Most of

the total price is hidden in the "odd" things (part numbers or specifications) which will be described in the next few paragraphs.
With the car stereo (CS) you get the memory card, the software CD and a few specifications. In my case I chose the BMW S22,

it has an MP3 CD player, a USB connection and a USB flash memory for the program. I already had an MP3 CD player, so I
just got this additional item for €379, making the total price €639. The CS can be easily upgraded, using only two 8-pin USB

ports. The digital splitter (DS) is an additional box connected to the CS. It connects the CD player (in my case, a Pioneer
CD8800) to the radio (CD player) and another splitter to the amplifier (HICR NIS90-1K). It costs €349 with the Pioneer
CD8800. The amplifier (HICR NIS90-1K) is responsible for the volume output and for all the sounds. It costs €249. The

speakers are basic 5-inch speakers, which costs €149. The good thing is that they have a built-in volume control, so you only
need to set up the amplifier. Total costs for the car stereo, the digital splitter, the amplifier and the speakers: €579. After that,
there are the options to add additional features like the screen (CD-in) or the bluetooth, which we will discuss later. So the total

costs are €799 for the stereo upgrade (or €899 if you want a screen), €579 for the splitter and amplifier, and €149 for the
speakers. The price for these components depends on the model, the options and the dealer. 82157476af
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